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Woodlands Conference – A Successful Day
Continued from page 25
Following lunch attendees
enjoyed a very informative
Otter Ponds Demonstration
Forest Building video, which
showed how to protect sensitive forest areas, yet still work
the woodlot.
What is the Role of
Clearcutting in Forest Management?, an hour long panel discussion
involving
Bob
Bancroft, Nature Nova Scotia;
Ed MacDonell, Conform Ltd.
and Jeff Bishop, Forest Nova
Scotia got quite spirited on di-

Don Cameron, conference organizer with Deputy Minister, Julie
Towers and Bob Bancroft take a moment to chat before Towers
leaves for another event in Truro.

Local forest management
company, Conform Ltd,
participated in the trade show
and also supplied their CEO at a
speaker. The company was also
a sponsor of the conference.

Members of the organizing committee of 2017 Woodland Conference, Central Region gather around
the winner of the chain saw.

Proud to report
and promote
local events!

Nova Tree’s Jim Verboom chats with a customer during the
nutrition break.

We offer: Woodlot advice, management plans,
evaluations, silviculture & harvesting services.
Our store location provides quality and reasonable
priced work clothing and footwear. We carry the
brands Helly Hansen, Pioneer, Dunlop, Royer, Muck,
Husqvarna and many more. We also carry a large
selection of culverts and geo textiles for road
construction.
Open Monday – Friday 8:00 until 4:30

Athol Forestry Cooperative Limited
21397 Highway #2, Amherst, NS

(902) 667 7299

Dave Sutherland, RPF, Coordinator, Association for Sustainable
Forestry accepts a gift from Don Cameron, conference organizer.

verging views with Bancroft
and Bishop each working hard
to make their point.
“How to Manage our
Forests to Store Carbon” was
an interesting concept presented by Dale Prest, MSc
Ecosystem Service Specialist,
with Community Forests International (CFI), Sackville, NB. In
his presentation, Prest outlined the concept and how
was able to sell carbon credits
from their 700 acre woodlot
outside Sussex, NB., by utilizing forest management practices that store more carbon
than traditional forestry, CFI
has already been able to sell
continued on page 27

